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Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

This Special Issue of the journal Religions is devoted to
developing the many ways in which Buddhist practice can
address the global environmental crisis, and will explore
the use of Buddhist practice to develop a population that
would understand and want the changes needed and so
support both the personal and material development of
those changes. Authors who are interested should submit a
proposed title and an abstract of 400-600 words,
summarizing their intended contribution prior to preparing
their manuscripts. Abstracts will be reviewed by the Guest
Editor for the purposes of ensuring proper fit within the
scope of the Special Issue, and then full manuscripts will be
solicited. Please send the abstract to Guest Editor,
dorr@yorku.ca.

Timeline: Proposals should be submitted by March 31,
2023. Deadline for manuscript Submissions is August 31,
2023. There will be no fee for publications of accepted
proposals.

Special Issue website:
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/religions/special_issues/CSVB3PUC9O
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Message from the Editorial Board

Fresh developments in the disciplines that consistently
make significant contributions to our understanding of
religious personality, authority, devotion, and community -
disciplines ranging from psychology, sociology, and
anthropology to history, art history, philosophy, literary
criticism, and political science – fuel general, as well as
scholarly, interest in the world’s religions.

Religions is inviting innovative and comparative
contributions. Please consider Religions as an exceptional,
exciting enterprise ready to reward your trust, attention,
and participation.
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